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LOUIS
VUITTON DANS
LA PEAU, £180

BYREDO
UNNAMED,
£135

The inimitable butter-soft
beige leather used to
craft Louis Vuitton bags,
accessories and luggage
has been harnessed as
a perfume note in this
sexy fragrance. Dans La
Peau, which means ‘In
the Skin’, replicates the
trembling friction of warm
skin against skin, moving
together, enveloping each
other and symbiotically
fusing as one – so no one
can tell where your own
scent starts and where
the perfume finishes.
Laced within are hints of
apricot and jasmine, with
opulent musk and a note
of narcissus that’s almost
hypnotic in its fullness.

Imagine the perfume
equivalent of a tinted
moisturiser: sheer, clean
and soft, with a gentle
wash of imperceptible
colour. Byredo Unnamed
is that second skin you’ve
always dreamt of – an
uncomplicated fall-back
that goes with everything.
Top notes of gin and pink
pepper provide a luminous
shimmer, then it all sinks
into pores with light,
creamy orris and violet,
while a tree-sap sweetness
brings reassuring comfort.
And guess what? It comes
with a sheet of transfer
letters, so you can call it
anything you want. The
ultimate bespoke fit.

NUDE
AWAKENING
Human, naked, bare… the latest fragrance trend channels your
most sensual asset: your skin. By Alice du Parcq

S

ACQUA DI
PA R M A
PEONIA
NOBILE, £76

ome of the sexiest and most flattering clothes,
make-up and hairstyles aren’t the ones that are
placed upon you, but the ones that melt into
you. The softened suede trench, the slightly
smudged eyeliner, the casually tousled hair:
they feel seductive and luxurious because
they’re the closest textures to your own body. What if you
could find a fragrance that did the same? ‘Liquid skin’ has
emerged as the most sensuous new trend in perfumery,
emulating the warmth of naked, bare flesh and the intimate
glow brought on by our most carnal state. Using animalic
and provocative notes enables a perfumer to bring a draping,
embracing, and almost human quality to a fragrance. From
creamy woods, smooth leather and suggestive ripened fruit
to waxy, engorged white petals and narcotic musks, these
heavy molecules sit deep inside the skin and linger for hours,
morphing into a scent that smells of you, only better. The
following sultry eaux evoke delicious, fleshy warmth – but be
warned, they are dangerously addictive.

Lovers of pure,
unadulterated pink
petals are about to be
enticed by a seductive
new temptress. This
voluptuous peony scent
retains all the outdoors-y
qualities of freshly cut
blooms, but with added
swirls of musk, spicy
black pepper, velvety
amber and sumptuous
geranium, which cling
to the skin. Altogether,
this soft, melting floral
feels naturally synergetic
to your body, delivering
the perfect mix of elegant
and erotic.
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ORMONDE
JAYNE ONE
PA R F U M F O R
SELFRIDGES,
£235

GUERLAIN
NEROLI
OUTRENOIR,
£165
Usually thought of as
innocent, sweet and clean,
this is neroli but not as
you know it. Imagine
this delicate little white
flower has been swept
off to a masked ball, her
virginal dress peeled off
her shoulders, then naively
led into a hedonistic honey
pot of writhing bodies and
aphrodisiac delicacies.
Tempting vanilla, plumes
of smoky tea, melting
tonka bean and glowing,
throbbing amber add an
addictive and inviting
backdrop that isn’t just
kissable, it’s almost edible.

When founder Linda
Pilkington was invited
to create a bespoke
perfume for the luxury
department store
Selfridges, her goal
was to use only her
favourite, most exquisite,
decadent and wildly
expensive ingredients.
The result is a rich and
spicy gender-free elixir
including cardamom,
freesia and jasmine, with
a rich base of sensual
ambergris, sandalwood
and cedar wood. This
long-lasting composition
smells wanton, precious
and private, like supple
evening skin under a
couture gown.

BOTTEGA
V E N E TA E A U
SENSUELLE
E D P, £ 5 2
Inspired by the blush
glow of the late afternoon
sunlight bathing a woman’s
skin, this perfume is
unabashedly naive and
feminine, playful and
teasing, like a silk dressing
gown slipping provocatively
off a suntanned thigh.
The opening peach
note is mouth-watering,
inviting and delectable,
then a velvety and slightly
powdery suede accord
pulls you into a nuzzling
embrace.

FR AG R ANCE
FREDERIC MALLE DANS TES
BRAS, £160
Dans Tes Bras (In Your Arms) suggests skin flushed with
lovers’ secrets and intimate whispers. Powdery violet, relaxing
incense and pillowy heliotrope deliver a hazy sense of comfort
and familiarity. And the smooth, milky cashmeran and
sandalwood create a base that lasts for hours, cosseting
every inch of you like warm, softened bedsheets.

KILIAN VOULEZ-VOUS
COUCHER AVEC MOI, £215
There is nothing more provocative in perfumery
than the floral trivector of gardenia, tuberose
and ylang ylang: the rich, creamy petals have
an almost narcotic, steamy effect. With edible
vanilla notes and sensual rose, this is an evening
eau that lets your skin do the talking.

H E R M È S G A L O P, £ 1 8 3
Supple calfskin leather stars in this
spectacularly carnal scent, combined with rich
rose and hot saffron. Emulating the soft, warm
seat of a riding saddle against naked flesh,
this is a perfume that sinks deep into you and
never lets go, creating a wild, free, animalic
aura around you and scenting your skin with
a deliciously decadent drape of luxury.

BULGARI
ROSE
GOLDEA, £74
Rose gold jewellery has
a universally flattering
effect: closer to skin
colour than yellow gold
or silver, its blush tones
glint like glowing pulse
points. To replicate this,
Bulgari's gently oriental
floral perfume opens
with fleshy, quenching
pomegranate, silky rose
and sensual jasmine,
then clings on with
creamy sandalwood and
resinous frankincense.

RAMON
MONEGAL
F I E S TA , £ 4 0 0

JO LOVES SMOKED
P LU M & L E AT H E R ,
£65

The bewitching, passionate
spirit of flamenco has been
captured in this magnificent
scent that whisks you to a
hedonistic party of beautiful
bodies, dressed in wild
gowns, with fiery tempers
to match. Red rose petals
and jammy raspberries
collide with smoky, sultry
vanilla and flashes of radiant
amber, and a caramelised
base of leather and cottoncandy coats your skin in an
addictive all-night veil.

Wild horses, smoky fire-pits,
saddle leather; Jo Malone has
captured the anticipation and
adventure of a Montana ranch in
this beguiling new perfume, which
combines the heat of the sun as it
hits the saddle with earthy, dusty
spices and woods, and heady
notes of aged cognac and sweet
plum liqueur. Given the rich, deep
nature of the scent, it melts into
the skin like you’ve spent the night
in the strong, naked arms of a
beautiful cowboy.
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